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ernmental power by acts of violence is the only sure and speedy
way of release. Anarchy is the child of despair. It is the impulse
of men who, bitterly conscious of injustice, see no way out/*
George thought ttat anarchy was a foreign importation, born
of repression and class governments abroad, and that the new-
comer would soon lose his anarchism "if he found here that
political liberty brought social justice." But this was not always
the case. "What great bodies of the foreigners who come here
actually do find," he wrote, is that our political equality is little
better than a delusion and a mockery, and that there exists here
the same bitter social injustice which presses down the masses
of Europe	"
Who was to blame for the attitudes of violence? The Standard
article went on:
And if it is true that there are among working men many who
are disposed to condone acts of violence when committed by those
who assume to be the champions of oppressed labor, is it not true
that there is the same blind class feeling among the well-to-do?
When Pinkerton detectives shoot down strikers; when superservice-
able policemen club Socialists, is there any outcry from those who
deem themselves conservative?
The Anarchists are not our most dangerous class. Back of the
men who died on Friday in Chicago with a fortitude worthy of a
higher cause; back of the men who sympathize with them in their
deed, is a deep and wide sense of injustice. Those who are most
responsible for the existence of this are those who, having time
and opportunity and power to enlighten the public mind, shut their
eyes to injustice and use their talents to prevent the arousing of
thought and conscience and to deny any peaceful remedy that may
be proposed.10
Several of George's friends, including Post, later declared that
if he could have had access to the full testimony in the case and
not merely the summary, he would have had greater belief in
the probable innocence of the Haymarket rioters. The Standard
articles which condemned both extremes doubtless lost him
votes even though he was accused by other radicals of "simply
trading his earlier sympathy with the condemned men for
votes."X1 But he was philosophical about it all, writing von
Giitschow that "the man who acts solely by conscience must
often be misunderstood and seem to others as if he were act-

